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VEPP I – Fundamentals and Basic CB
Control
1. Preliminaries and Fundamentals
1.
training aids
2.
using the “little white donuts”
3.
using the “ring” target
4.
using the ball target
5.
stroke fundamentals review
6.
stroke on line check
7.
short MOFUDAT
8.
long MOFUDAT
9.
stroke balls into pocket
10. stroke rail-frozen balls into pocket
11. straight-in visual alignment drill
2. Aiming and Cut Shots
12. ghost-ball visualization
13. ghost-ball drill
14. pre-shot routine
15. PP cut drill "1D"
16. PP cut drill "2D"
17. PP cut drill "3D"
18. PP cut drill "4D"
19. PP cut drill "5D"
20. drill from both sides
21. PP rail cut shot drill
3. Speed Control
22. speed control examples
23. lag drill
24. successive touch shot challenge drill
25. repeated touch shot challenge drill
26. “pocket speed” drill
27. angled "pocket speed" drill
4. Stop Shot
28. stop shot examples
29. stop-shot spin visualization
30. PP stop shot drill "1A"
31. PP stop shot drill "2A"
32. PP stop shot drill "3A"
5. Follow Shot
33. follow shot examples

34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

PP follow shot drill "1B"
PP follow shot drill "2B"
PP follow shot drill "3B"
PP follow shot drill "4B"
PP follow shot drill "5B"

6. Draw Shot
39. draw shot examples
40. draw technique review
41. beginner draw drill
42. PP draw drill "1C"
43. PP draw drill "2C"
44. PP draw drill "3C"
45. PP draw drill "4C"
46. PP draw drill "5C"
47. "ring around the side" drill
48. “circle of balls” drill
49. "draw to the cushion" challenge drill
50. "race to the cushion" draw challenge drill
51. "repeated draw" challenge drill
7. Follow and Draw
52. follow and draw challenge into the side
53. run through and stun back drill

VEPP II – Position Control and English
8. CB Control Basics
54. CB control examples
55. PP stun shot drill “4A”
56. PP stun shot drill “5A”
57. PP stun-hold challenge drill
58. thin cut speed-control drill
59. repeated-follow challenge drill
60. no-rail-contact grid-of-balls drill
9. Wagon Wheel Drills
61. CB reference lines
62. wagon wheel drill with BIH
63. wagon wheel drill with ½-ball hit
10. Basic Target Practice
64. “card trick” for defining drill positions
65. stun-follow-draw target drill

11. English Basics
66. english examples
67. english-off-the-short-rail drill
68. english-across-the-table drill
69. inside-follow two-rail-position speed
control drill
70. outside-draw two-rail-position speed
control drill
71. english wagon wheel drill off short rail with
small angle
72. english wagon wheel drill off short rail with
large angle
12. English Effects
73. english effects examples
74. SIT CB hold challenge drill
75. running english rail-cut-shot challenge drill
13. Position Control Basics
76. position control examples
77. grid target drill
78. break-and-run target drill
79. pocket hanger target practice
14. Advanced Target Practice
80. one-rail target drill
81. two-rail target drill
82. three-rail target drill
15. Center-of-Table Position
83. side pocket center-of-table target drill
84. corner pocket center-of-table target drill
16. Position Control Challenges
85. pocket cheating drill
86. foot line-of-balls drill
87. progressive “L” drill
88. 4-ball middle-diamond position drill
89. rail cut shot challenge drill
90. head and foot lines of balls drill

VEPP III – Patterns and Safety Play
17. 9-ball and 8-ball Progressive Practice
91. progressive 9-ball drill – level 1
92. progressive 9-ball drill – level 2
93. progressive 8-ball drill – level 1
94. progressive 8-ball drill – level 2

18. 9-ball Pattern Drills
95. introduction and preparation
96. 9-ball pattern drill “101A”
97. 9-ball pattern drill “101B”
98. 9-ball pattern drill “101C”
99. 9-ball pattern drill “101D”
100. 9-ball pattern drill “102A”
101. 9-ball pattern drill “102B”
102. 9-ball pattern drill “102C”
103. 9-ball pattern drill “102D”
104. 9-ball pattern drill “103A”
105. 9-ball pattern drill “103B”
106. 9-ball pattern drill “103C”
107. 9-ball pattern drill “103D”
19. 8-ball Pattern Drills
108. 8-ball pattern drill “8-1A”
109. 8-ball pattern drill “8-1B”
110. 8-ball pattern drill “8-1C”
111. 8-ball pattern drill “8-1D”
112. 8-ball pattern drill “8-2A”
113. 8-ball pattern drill “8-2B”
114. 8-ball pattern drill “8-2C”
115. 8-ball pattern drill “8-2D”
116. 8-ball pattern drill “8-3A”
117. 8-ball pattern drill “8-3B”
118. 8-ball pattern drill “8-3C”
119. 8-ball pattern drill “8-3D”
20. Safety Play
120. safety examples
121. lateral-hide safety drill
122. angled-hide safety drill
123. natural-angle equal-separation-distance
safety drill
124. hide-behind-target safety drill

VEPP IV – Banks, Kicks, and Advanced
Shots
21. One-Rail Kicks
125. example kick shots
126. rolling-CB one-rail kick-to-corner drill
127. rolling-CB line-of-balls one-rail kick drill
128. kick-angle-range drill
129. rolling-CB shallow-angle kick drill
130. firm-stun shallow-angle kick drill

131. line-of-balls mirror kick drill
22. Two-Rail Kicks
132. Plus System
133. two-cushion-kick-to-corner drill
134. two-cushion-kick-to-balls-along-the-rail
drill
23. Three-Rail Kicks
135. Corner-5 System
136. tracks-to-corner drill
137. third-rail-targets-from-corner drill
138. third-rail-target-from-different-positions
drill
139. repeated-kick-to-corner drill
140. perpetual kick challenge drill
24. Banks
141. bank shot examples
142. line-of-balls bank drill
143. cross-side bank cut-angle-effects drill
144. cross-corner bank cut-angle-effects drill
145. bank line-of-balls position drill
146. bank-to-all-pockets challenge drill
25. Jacked-up Shots
147. jacked-up-over-obstacle-ball drill
148. elevated-draw-off-rail drill
26. Jump Shots
149. progressive gap jump drill
150. progressive height jump drill
151. progressive distance jump drill
27. Massé Shots
152. progressive masse shot drill
153. soft masse speed-control drill

VEPP V – Challenges, Games, and Advice
28. Rating and Challenge Drills
154. “Playing the Ghost” progressive challenge
155. 9-ball points rating drill
156. 9-ball break drill
157. Hopkins Q-Skill challenge rating drill
158. Fargo rating drill
159. Equal Offense challenge drill

29. Drills For Special Skills
160. safety challenge drill
161. “Loop” carom drill
162. combination and carom drill
30. Custom Drills
163. thin-hit rail-cut shot with English
164. small-angle rail-cut shot with stun across
the table
165. run-out practice redos
31. Checking out a Table
166. lag shot
167. maximum spin reaction
168. stop shots
169. draw shots
170. maximum throw
171. multiple-rail position shots
172. rolling-CB kick adjustment
173. 3-to-1 fast-speed reference bank check
174. Plus System benchmark shot
175. Corner-5 System benchmark shot
176. slow-roll “roll-off” checks
177. full check-out routine

